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SUGGESTIONS FOR ACQUIRING AND USING AN 
INDUCTIVELY COUPLED MAGNETIC PULSE 

GENERATOR FOR THEORETICAL LYMPH AND 
TISSUE HIV NEUTRALIZATION 

Revision February 28, 1997. Copyright 8 1991/1997 Robert C. Beck  

 

Note: These data are for Informational and instructional purposes only and are not to be  
construed as medical advice. Consult with your licensed health practitioner. 

 

In keeping with do-it-yourself inexpensive hypothetical approaches to self-help, the 
simplest and moat rapid means for obtaining a capacitor-discharge magnetic pulse lymph 
and tissue pathogen neutralizer would be to find and modify a used functioning 
portable battery and ac powered electronic flash (strobe light) for cameras. These are 
acquired at swap meets, yard sales, pawn shops, or in junk boxes at used camera stores. 
Or purchase a new Vivitar (brand) model 1900 ($22) carried at some professional camera 
stores. This compact, light weight, inexpensive, rapid recharging flash is only 17.5 Watt-
seconds (Joules; calculated as ½ CV² where C is in µF and C is in kilovolts) power but is 
readily available and easily modified. It works well enough for casual use but runs on 
batteries only so has greater operating expense than an AC/DC unit. 

California swap meet prices for used strobes range from $4.00 to about $18.00. One 
Sunday the writer found a dozen ac/dc strobes, all in good working condition. Carry four 
AA batteries with you so you can test flash units before purchasing. I chose to modify a 
long discontinued Vivitar (brand) model 110 because it was larger than the rest and 
seemingly more powerful, however almost any brand or model of comparable output 
power (35 watt-seconds) should work. Preferably select one with 115V ac as well as 
battery operating (dc) capability. 

First wind the applicator coil. Junk VHS videocassette reels are cheap, plentiful and 
adequate for this application. Remove 5 screws from shell, remove reels and discard tape. 
Be SURE alternative spools (if used) are non-conductive or system will not work. Avoid 
shorter length VHS tape reels which may have center hubs larger than 1" dia. and won’t 
hold sufficient wire. Drill 3" holes through hub and through center of flange(s). Make 
two 4" discs from 3" thick plastic or fiberboard, drill 3" center holes and another 3" hole 
off-center so coil's inside lead wire can be pulled through. These 'stiffeners' will sandwich 
reel's flanges so they won’t warp or split as wire pressure builds up while winding 
progresses. A 2" (or longer) 3-20 machine nut and bolt with washers through centers will 
clamp flange stiffeners and reel and also provide a shaft to hold in a variable speed drill 
motor or similar winding device if used. Then remove bolt and stiffeners. 
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Specifications: Completely fill tape spool with #14 or 16 enameled copper magnet wire 
(130 to 160 turns) wound onto the 1" dia. hub and 3-2" OD spool with a gap width for 
wire of e". Scrape enamel insulation 2" from ends and tin. Pull inside end of magnet wire 
through hub and stiffener and to outside. ~130 turns (about About 1-2# should fill spool. 
Remove bolt, stiffeners, and finished coil. Now solder ends of 3 ft of heavy two-wire 
extension cord to each side of coil. Finished coil weighs ~1 LB 3 oz, has ~0.935 
millihenry inductance, 0.34 � resistance, and takes ~20 minutes to hand wind or ~3 
minutes with drill motor. An excellent alternative is an AMS brand air-core crossover 
inductor for home audio, MCM Electronics, Centerville, OH 45459. (800) 543-4330 
catalog # 50-940, #16 gauge, 0.58�, 2.5mH, 2-f" dia., $10.65  

Strobe modification consists simply of wiring the finished applicator coil with 4' ft. 
leads in series between either flash tube electrode. Be extremely cautious when working 
with case open because a strobe's capacitor can hold a residual high-voltage charge for a 
long time even when 'off'. Before modifying and to avoid shock, short out the capacitor 
by placing clip leads directly across the flash tube. Remember to remove this shunt later. 
To install coil, unsolder either wire from flash tube and connect one lead wire from coil 
to that side of tube. Connect the other lead from coil to the wire you just removed from 
tube. Insulate connections with tape. This places your coil in series with the flash tube 
and enables the tube to act as an ionized gas relay or 'thyratron' that dumps most of 
capacitor's stored energy through coil when fired. Lamp will still flash but less brightly. 
Cover flash window with black paper. Melt wire-slot with soldering iron. Replace case. 
You're done!  

Is it working properly? A good way to test for strength of pulsed magnetic energy is to 
lay a thin steel washer (one strongly attracted to magnet) flat on top of coil, 2" off center. 
A 1" dia. 'fender' washer with c" center hole works well. Let the flash unit charge for 
about ten seconds plus or until the strobe's 'ready light' comes on then push flash button 
and see how high the washer is 'kicked' by Eddy current repulsion. A 35 watt-second 
strobe repels a washer about 14 inches vertically. Think of your pulsed coil as the 
'primary' of a transformer and anything conductive nearby (living tissue included) as the 
'secondary' into which current is induced when cut by coil's time-varying magnetic lines 
of flux. Your do-it-yourself magnetic pulse generator delivers a measurable output 
intensity several thousand times more powerful during each cycle than $7,000.00 
German "Magnetotrons"®, Elecsystem "Biotrons"®, or Canada's "Centurion"® devices 
widely exhibited at holistic medical expos, none of which is nearly powerful enough for 
HIV, herpes, hepatitis or Epstein-Barr neutralization or adequate electroporation. It is 
also functionally similar to the "Diapulse"® miracle-working healing modality when coil 
is applied over liver and other organs. Magnetic fields and therefore induced currents 
penetrate all body cells, bones and tissues in proximity to coil (effective approx. 4 inches 
deep) and can theoretically neutralize electro-sensitive pathogens and viruses such as 
herpes B, HIV, hepatitis, Epstein-Barr and possibly many others as yet undiscovered that 
can hide within nerve sheaths and are therefore untouchable via immune system, white 
cells, or injectables. This may account for the impossibility of curing many known 
chronic infections via pharmaceuticals, antibiotics, or any presently known conventional 
treatments other than electrotherapy. Use pulser on body sites daily before blood 
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electrification. This pulser is safe to use anywhere on the head, and body except with 
cardiac pacemaker users. See pg. 8 for lymph gland locations. Zap sites at ~10 second 
intervals for ~ 20 minutes daily. 

To use, press fully insulated coil flat against body over lymph glands and other selected 
locations such as shown on pg. 8. Let strobe build up to full charge (about 4 to 10 
seconds between pulses) and fire coil while contacting each site. Subjects will feel no 
physical sensations except for light 'thumps' during this phase of treatment. Exposure 
levels are considered safe because intensity of this magnetic pulser is much lower than 
Magnetic Nuclear Resonance Imaging in routine use on tens of thousands of patients. But 
should subject feel 'headachy', nauseous, sluggish, or display flu-like symptoms after 
exposures with either of these two devices, reduce number of pulses or duration of blood 
clearing process and drink more water. If immune system is very badly damaged, you 
may need to repeat all routines after several months to insure permanent and complete 
neutralization. When using, keep coil several feet away from credit cards, watches, 
magnetic tape, computers, floppy disks, homeopathic remedies, etc., since its powerful 
magnetic field can de-gauss and erase magnetic data as well as subtle energy potentized 
medicines. As an unanticipated serendipity, pulsers are reported to erase deeply rooted 
lymph and tissue pathology and possibly even classical "miasma's" as well as many other 
microbes, fungi, bacteria, parasites, and viruses. Flash should preferably be used with ac 
power to save battery costs since you'll only get about 40 full pulses per new set of 
alkaline batteries. For sanitary purposes, enclose coil in plastic zip-lock discardable 
sandwich. When treating numerous subjects if there's no ac adapter it is economical to 
utilize a small rechargeable lead-acid "motorcycle" battery. Sota Instruments, Vancouver 
Canada’s latest pulser measures 600 µF, 330-350V; 36.75 Joules; 21,429 Gauss at 105 
Amperes peak; 17,850 Ampere Turns; pulse rate time ~1.8 microseconds; pulse duration 
~ 2.5 milliseconds; lifetime ~85,000 cycles; and penetrates ~8" through tissue. 

How much should this cost? Used electronic flash lamps cost ~$2.00 to ~$18.00. Three 
½ LB spools of #14 magnet wire retail for $9.66 ea. at Action Electronics. (You’ll need 
~1-½ LB) 4-AA alkaline batteries, $ 2.89. A 12 ft heavy duty #14 X 2-wire 15 amp. ac 
extension cord costs about $2.00 and makes 4 sets of leads, or use heavy-duty speaker 
wire. VHS spools ~50¢. Wholesale wire $2.50 to $4.35I LB in 10 LB rolls at Pacific 
Wire & Cable, 1228 S. Village Way, Santa Ana, CA 92704. (714) 558-1864 ~1 week 
delivery. ~$12. minimum I $60.50 maximum. 
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